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posterior part of the fonrtli ventricle, passes forward, and at the point

above-named ascends on the external edge of the medulla, and forms the

commissure of the tecta lobi optici, at the base of their longitudinal

ridges above described ; this commissure also forms a decussation of

fibres beneath the ganglion of the trochlearis.

The anterior commissure of the brain is situated between the

cerebral lobes.

The posterior commissure is situated on the anterior part of the

floor of the ventricle of the optic lobe behind the third ventricle.

A deeper commissure connects the region on each side of the third

ventricle passing through the hypoaria in front of the infundibulum.

Two transverse commissures exist in the spinal cord, one ventral,

one dorsal.

The ventral longitudinal columns of the cord contain two fibres of

gigantic size, one on each side ; these decussate opposite the origin

oE the trifacial on the floor of anterior part of the fourth ventricle

;

tlie longitudinal columns pass to the internal part of the floor of ven-

tricle of the optic lobe, about the posterior end of the fourth ventricle.

The lateral columns of the cord pass forward, and are lost outside

the last.

IV. " On the EquationB of Circles.'' (Second Memoir.) By John
GaseYj LL.Do, F.E.S., M.R.I.A., Professor of Mathematics
in the Catholic University of Ireland. Received May 10,

1878.

(Abstract.)

In the year 1866 was published in the " Proceedings of the Royal

Irish Academy" a paper " On the Equations of Circles," which con-

tained extension of many known theorems. Thus it was proved in it

that the same forms of equation which are true for a circle inscribed

in a plane or spherical triangle hold also when the right lines in the

one case, or the great circles in the other, are replaced by any three

circles in the plane or sphere, and it was shown that the transformed

equations represented the pairs of circles which touch the three

given circles. The results for circles on the sphere were still further

extended, namely, to conies having double contact with a given conic.

The paper contained, in addition to these fundamental investigations,

many collateral ones on allied subjects.

The memoir, of which I now give an abstract, extends the results of

the foregoing paper to a polygon of any number of sidcB inscribed or

circumscribed to a given circle. It is proved for the case of circum-

scribed figures, that the sides of the polygon may be replaced both on
the plane and sphere, by circles touching the given circle; and
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again, these resnlts may be still farther extended to conies having

double contact with a given conic. A very large amount of geometry

is embraced in the paper, and many subjects of much interest are dis-

cussed, showing the great fertility of the methods of investigation,

employed.

The following is an outline of the extensions of known theorems

which the paper contains.

If a polygon of n sides, whose equations are a, ^, 7, ^, &c., and whose

lengths are a, 6, 0, d, &c., be inscribed in a circle, the equation of the

/in f rf

circle is a factor in the equation -+_+ _-{---+ &c., =0, or say in

and if it be on the sphere in the equation,

\ a J

The equation 2 /_|=0, when the polygon consists of n sides, will

denote besides the circle a residual curve of the degree (n—'S). A
considerable portion of the paper is occupied with the discassion of

the properties of this curve. More especially in the particular case

n=^6, where the residual curve is a cubic. The following theorem may
be given as an instance. " When the polygon is a hexagon the line

"+ c-j-!^+ -_-j-f.4-_=0, which is called its axis, is the satellite with
a b G d e f
respect to the cubic of each side of the hexagon, and also of its Pas-

cal's line."

The properties of the inscribed polygon derived from the equations

^/tan ^6i\ o.

may be reciprocated, and we get tangential equations of the form

giving properties of circumscribed polygons. In this last equatio

A, B, C, &c., denote the angles of the polygon, and X, jn, v, &c., perpen-

diculars from its angular points on any tangent to the circle. The

same tangential equation holds both for the plane and sphere.

If a polygon w^hose sides are «, /3, 7, ^, &c. ... o^, be circumscribed

to a circle, the equation of the circle is a factor in the polyzomal curve
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A A A
cos |(a/3) ^ COS 1(^7) _^ COS 1(7^) ^ ^^^^

,
COs|(wa)_^ „

I have examined this equation at length in the special case ?^=4.

The tetrazomal curve, which is of the eighth degree, breaks up into

two factors. One factor represents the circle and the square of the

line gaining the points (7), O^), the other denotes an unicursal

quartic whose three double points are (a^{) (/3^), and the pole with

respect to the circle of the line joining these points.

These results hold for the plane and sphere, and a, /3, 7, B, &c., may
denote circles as well as lines. They are also true for conies having

double contact with a given conic.

Besides the foregoing, which are manifestly extensions of known
theorems, the paper contains some original theorems which are also

extended to conies having double contact with a given conic. Thus,
" if a circle 2 be touched by any number of circles Si S2 S3, &c., and

if we denote by P('?') the product of the common tangents drawn from

any circle Si of the system to all the remaining circles, then the

equations of 2 will be a factor in the polyzomal curve,

yg^^_ v^S?2^ v^S?f_ &e. =0.
P(l) P(2) P(3)

This theorem is, I believe, one of the most fertile in geometry. The

paper contains a large number of deductions from it, but I am certain

it is far from exhausting them.

V. " On the Bodily Tides of Viscous and Semi-Elastic Sphe-

roids, and on the Ocean Tides on a yielding nucleus." By
George H. Darwin, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cam-
bridgie. Communicated by J. W. L. Glaisher, M.A., F.R.S.

Eeceived May 14, 1878.

(Abstract.)

Sir W. Thomson's investigation of the bodily tides of an elastic

sphere* has gone far to overthrow the idea of a semi-fluid interior to

the earth, yet geologists are so strongly impressed by the fact that

enormous masses of rock have been poured out of volcanic vents in

* Phil. Trans., 1863, p. 573, and Thomson and Tait's JSTatural Pliilosopliy, edit, of

1867, §§ 733-737 and 834-846.


